GRIEF AS PRECEDENT
In my quest to discover precedent for the path of work I embarked on, I became familiar with the work of Nicole
Collins, a Canadian visual artist. Collins wrote in her Master of Visual Studies thesis paper about her own work: “ It’s not hard to
explain this compulsion to reconstruct. But is my personal history necessarily a part of this? Why include biography? Everyone
has a relationship with death. Maybe I have experienced more loss than most. One loss is enough initiation .” One loss is
certainly enough to become initiated into grief, a core component of humanity. The result of profound loss, grief is a natural,
complicated continuum of suffering and I am among the initiated. But why exclude biography from the discourse? Are the maker
and the made so easily separable? As a means to my end—an ongoing series of installations based on the legacies of hospice
patients—I intended to gather the stories of the dying.

Grief As Catharsis
I offer my personal historical precedent, my story of initiation into the bereaved. My explorations as a visual artist
began as an expression of anticipatory grief eight years ago. From the ages of eighteen to twenty-four, I found myself grieving
the impending death of my mother, who, within that time frame, was diagnosed with and died from a terminal, degenerative
neurological disease. Art became my release, my catharsis, and my sketchbook my confidant. In attempts to make sense of the
inevitable loss, I poured myself into making, drenching my work with concept. The culmination of my work in this vein was my
undergraduate exhibition, a gallery display of ten original pieces, all of which referenced the ways in which I was grappling with
this anticipatory grief. The final pieces, with their wax, burns and suture marks, served as catalysts for conversation, and opened
doors of understanding in my family—I was able to express the complicated grief more easily with the visual evidence of the
emotions named and hung on the wall.
At that point, my work was primarily an exercise in employing concept; materiality and technique were necessary, but
not yet considered essential. I was utilizing fibers techniques—surface design and weaving—but with both fibers materials
(polyester, cotton, organza) and alternative materials (plastics, metal, wood). The techniques and materials I have utilized since
that time have remained similar, but materiality and material manipulation have taken precedence over adherence to traditional
fibers methods of working.

Wallow
The concepts I worked with then still remain: grief and its manifestations. However, my work has expanded into an
understanding and expression of formal, realized grief—grief that occurs after the death. Upon entering graduate school, my
mother died, and I began again—visually translating my experiences with grief and loss, moving alternatively between
quantitative expressions (counting and marking the days that passed since her death) and qualitative expressions (manipulating
materials to speak evocatively and abstractly about the experience). After exploring my personal grief through making, I was
compelled to push past what I knew, and make a piece that dealt with my family's experience of the loss of my mother. I
interviewed the family members who were closest to her throughout the illness and surrounding her death. Following an analysis

of their responses to my questions, I created an abstract family portrait with stiffened, waxed and manipulated facial tissues.
After that subtle shift in my work, I proceeded to interview acquaintances whom had experienced losses of the same capacity.
The exchange of stories that happened in the research phase of that piece was enlightening and provided opportunities for
engagement and growth for myself (the listener and interviewer) and the acquaintance (the speaker and interviewee).
This expansion in my work brought me to a place of continual shift—a distention in what I am pursuing. Grief can
serve, and has served as concept for the work that I do. Grief can also serve as catalyst—catalyst to make human to human
connections as part of the healing process, catalyst to create pieces that engage the public with difficult topics, catalyst to give
voice and visualization to emotions and stories that might otherwise not be heard, seen or felt. And catalyst for working with
patients who are in the throes of the anticipatory grieving process: patients in hospice.

Distend
My graduate project included four separate, but closely related components. The first two components involved
developing a working hypothesis and model of implementation for an outreach program for hospice patients. The third
component involved actually implementing the hypothesis, as well as documenting and recording the implementation. Those
three components served as research, concept and catalyst for the final part, the fourth component of my project—an art
installation of my response to the experience of the first three components in their entirety. Going into the project, there were an
overwhelming amount of unknowns and unknowables; the project in and of itself was an experiment.
According to the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization's 2012 report, the first hospice facility was opened
in the United States in 1974, and by 2010, 5,150 hospice programs were in operation. Hospice programs are based on the
easing of pain—physical, emotional, spiritual and psycho-social pa in. Deidre Scherer, a fiber artist who spent time with hospice
patients and their families in the late 1980s, warned of our society's silence surrounding death: “ Our society does not prepare us
for death and rarely speaks of it in a positive, constructive manner. Taboo and silence surround death unless it is a violent
death.... In considering our own death, we have a chance to consider our own life ” (48-49).
And Marilyn Webb, one of the writers featured in the collaborative book, Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry, based on a
traveling exhibition that the Corcoran Gallery of Art and National Hospice Foundation partnered to produce, wrote:
In addition to physical pain, there is another kind of suffering in dying—the sadness that comes in realizing
you are leaving this earth forever, the sadness of being helpless in the face of decline. Unless this kind of
pain is also eased, a person will have difficulty in dying. But when it is well addressed, the sadness can bring
something else: a transcendent feeling that can be expanded, changed, enlarged, a certain, very new kind of
hope. (7)
The significance of hospice and the opportunities that model of care provides for end-of-life care and dignity in death cannot be
overstated.
The unknowns going into this project were many, and were variable. Working with Hospice of Wake County (HOWC),
a local non-profit hospice, I was a collaborator and producer, companion and documentarian. For the past year and a half, I
have served as a family support volunteer for HOWC. I approached them with a proposal for an outreach project and the
interested response was immediate: they wanted to document their patients' stories, their legacies. The number of patient

stories I was allowed access to and the types of stories I would encounter and interactions I would have were all unknowns at
the onset of the project. The documentation of the stories was the quantitative part of my process, while the translation of these
stories—turning the legacies into a visual art installation—was the qualitative part of the final project. As a means of
understanding the possibilities of those initially unknown outcomes, I searched for precedent: artists who use grief as concept,
and artists who use grief as catalyst. I was interested in the processes, techniques, materiality, emotionality and viewer
responses surrounding the artists and their work.

Grief As Concept
The following four female artists address grief conceptually, visually and verbally, confronting grief when making,
writing and speaking about their work. These artists, who use the language of grief to communicate with materials and with
process, were all discoveries of affinities for me. Their artwork is densely concept-saturated and provided me with a framework
for understanding how to increase the concept-saturation of my own work within this project. So much of the resonance of their
work was not only visually-based, but verbal. Of course, there was an immediate recognition of complementary concepts upon
viewing the work of these artists, but the connections were forged and fused in their own writings about their art. What they are
able to give words to informed the fragments of thoughts I had about my own art and what it was that I pursued.

Seep
Beverly Ayling-Smith is a British textile artist, an embroiderer working in mixed media. In her own writing, an essay
entitled “Cloth, Memory and Mourning,” she presented the idea that artists are familiar with the notion of making public that
which is normally considered private, and grief and mourning are not exceptions to that endeavor . And she wrote about the
artist's compulsion to make a profound connection with the viewer, to effectively convey the concept—whether it is emotional,
mental, or a combination. In her work, it seems as though she is striving to connect with a viewer who is willing to allow her or
himself an emotional response. The grief she makes visible in her work is unresolved and potent—accumulated, raw grief.
Employing textile materials in her work because of the metaphors that cloth holds, she explained in the same essay
that cloth carries memory and cloth has the potential to not only reference the body, but to reference the body of the deceased,
the one for whom the grief exists. In an interview for the group exhibition, Cloth & Memory, Ayling-Smith said that she uses
fragments of cloth as memory, piecing the individual bits together, thereby harnessing a collection of memories. Her focus on
grief stems from what traditionally follows death (according to her culture in the United Kingdom): burial. Utilizing the traditional
burial materials of lead and linen to create, Ayling-Smith manipulates the materials, but not beyond recognition. She allows the
materials to speak freely to the viewer about residual grief—a lingering, penetrating, staining grief.
Her 2010 series, Nigredo, (see figures 1-4) consists of four lead-laced linen pieces. The concept of nigredo, an
alchemy term relating to putrefaction, is an appropriately forceful name for these works, their muffled screams of decomposition
hovering just below the surface. In places, the lead completely covers the linen, while in other moments of the pieces the linen is
completely visible. In two of the pieces, the form of a child's dress is visible under the layered lead—an evocative, powerful
reference. The pieces are square, about two and a half feet on each side, and while abstract, are understandably related to
something heavy, something difficult, and something that decays.

Figures 1-3. Beverly Ayling-Smith, Nigredo Series, each 30” x 30”, linen, ash, children’s dresses

Figure 4. Beverly Ayling-Smith, Nigredo Series, 30” x 30”, linen, ash, children’s dresses

Renew
Nicole Collins is a Canadian artist, primarily utilizing the mediums of wax and pigment. Her concept pushes through
the surface of her paintings in revealed metaphors, with her titles giving the viewer entrances into her pieces. On her artist
website, she referred to her creating process as an instinctual one that involves a continual construction, deconstruction and
reconstruction of the work—carving, peeling, scraping, melting and layering. In her thesis writing, she mused:
I am crushed by a wave of emotion as I lay my hands on these plates of warm wax, willing them into place…it
doesn’t matter what I do, it’s a dead thing, but I can’t help trying. I've been trying to fix the mortal body
through painting. Even removal of the referential image cannot remove the meta-narrative of your life. Wax is
also balm, the anodyne, “fixing” the body in time: preservation. I now accept decay and degradation as
inevitable – the goal is to welcome it. The paintings I have made hold traces of their growth and destruction.
They are memory and experience exposed. And in these contradictions they defy attempts to visually situate.
My goal as an artist right now, in this moment, is to synthesize the mystery of the intuitive with the distilled
clarity of the rational.
The balance that she described, between the intuitive and the rational, is the balance I constantly sought in my making process
as well as in my final pieces.

Figures 5-7. Nicole Collins, testament I, II, and III, each 20”x 24”, oil, wax and pigment on canvas;

There is an eloquent consistency of concept in the work she creates that reads even through pieces that appear, on
the surface, quite different from each other (Smith). Many of her works appear as series (see figures 5-7), and give the viewer a
sense of a narrative that is related not only to the concept, but to the making: build, scrape, rebuild (Smith). According to her
artist website, Collins focuses on the effects of “time, accumulation, force and heat on visceral materials” in her art in an attempt
to “exploit the dynamic metaphorical possibilities...to communicate the fragility and the resilience of life.”

Distill
Anniken Amundsen is a Norwegian textile artist who channeled her diagnosis and battle with cancer into art making
and created a comprehensive exhibit: Invaders (Lowenstein). After being diagnosed, she immersed herself into research about
abnormal cell-growth and cancer—research grounded in medical literature, cell biology and oncology (Scott 122). The ubiquity of
cancer diagnoses, struggles and deaths encouraged her on the path of bringing light upon the disease through art, as she felt
like it was a crucial issue to talk about (Lowenstein). Japanese textile artist Machiko Agano spoke of Amundsen's work, saying
that within the Invaders series of sculptural pieces (see figures 8-10) exists a powerful combination of emotionless material
(transparent nylon thread) and complex technique (weaving) .

Figures 8-10. Anniken Amundsen, Parasite I-01 and details, 2’ x 6’, fishing line, steel

Amundsen, through this work, tried to attack the attacker by making cancer—a feared word and concept but physically
invisible to our naked eyes—visible (Lowenstein). To make it seen allowed it to be discussed, dissected and dealt with. Although
utilizing a highly controlled technique to understand subject matter which is uncontrollable, ultimately some uncontrollability
permeated her process, where she pushed the materials and techniques past their normal boundaries (Scott 122). She drew on
her own physical, emotional and psychological experiences with the disease, as well as the experiences of friends and family
members to create the 2003 solo exhibition, Invaders. In the exhibition catalog, Lesley Millar, the curator of the exhibit, wrote
about the visual language that Amundsen employed in creating that allowed her art to speak effectively to the viewer. She
continued to describe the works, and their interiors and exteriors: “There is a sense that the outline is in a process of continuous
change; the shapes created appear to be moving from the centre, outward, penetrating the surrounding space. And while 'they'
are 'out there' we can, safely, look and respond.”

Mend
Jan-Ru Wan is a Taiwanese-American fiber installation artist who is concerned about viewer interaction with her work.
Her art aims to provide viewers with a place to think about, reflect on, discuss, and meditate the emotional response the work
might bring up. From Wan's work, I got an understanding of the pervasiveness of grief cross-culturally and the implications of
speaking candidly about art. Wan fuses emotion into academia and speaks about the emotional impacts for both the maker and
the viewer in the same discussions as the processes, materials and techniques utilized in the work. In much of her work, the
subtlety of the concept, even though she utilizes recognizable materials and symbols, lures the viewer in and allows for
contemplation.
I have had the opportunity to see her work in person and it is nearly always an amalgamation of small, individual
components—usually manipulated found materials—suspended or displayed unusually to create an entire unit of nearly
overwhelming scale. In her mixed-media piece, Over Here; now, Over There, (see figures 11-13) she used petri dishes and dyed
waxed cotton thread to create the floor installation. Each of the seven hundred sixty-eight petri dishes was printed with a
personal image from Wan's childhood. She created the piece after the death of her father, as a means of processing the
experience (Wan).

Figure 11. Jan-Ru Wan, Over Here; now, Over There, 12’ x 4” x 16’, dyed cotton thread, wax, petri dishes

Figures 12-13. Jan-Ru Wan, Over Here; now, Over There, 12’ x 4” x 16’, dyed cotton thread, wax, petri dishes

In a solo exhibition, Mending Anticipation, Lisa Newman wrote in the catalog: “Wan hopes viewers become part of the
installation rather than feel a sense of detached superiority over the works of art. Although the works initially appear to
overwhelm, they become a safe place to exist within, a place for contemplation and reflection.” An interior and an exterior exist
in the installation, and by approaching the interior, the viewer can clearly get a sense of concept.

Grief As Catalyst
To understand how grief can work as a catalyst, I sought artists who have initiated collaborative projects for those who
are grieving, being grieved, or are facing anticipatory grief. Community-outreach art with grief as component seems to work on
two distinct paths: bereavement based, after the loss or anticipatory-grief based, prior to the loss. Within each of those
frameworks, grief can be used as a catalyst to aid in healing, to help in the understanding of the loss, and to connect with others
who have experienced similar losses.

Heal
Jan-Ru Wan again provided precedent for my work, but this time in a different capacity. Channeling the grief she
experienced after the loss of her father and grandmother, she embarked upon a community art project—creating a permanent
collaborative installation (Meyer). The project, titled “Up Close & Personal”, invited participants—mostly senior citizen residents
of Chapel Hill, North Carolina—to bring in articles of clothing from deceased loved ones, and through a series of workshops and
communal meetings, members of the project told the stories of the garments they brought in (Meyer).

Figure 14. Jan-Ru Wan, Up Close and Personal community art installation,

13’ x 15’, donated clothing, thread, silk; JPEG file.

The final installation (see figure 14) involved a reconstruction of the donated garments into two hundred cloth panels
that were embellished with painting, writing, stitching, and screen-printing, layering each panel with meaning (Meyer). When
asked about the project, Wan said, “Each stitch and decoration depended on community...Every little panel brings me to tears. It
is truly a community work and a community voice” (Meyer).

Collect
Textile artist Esther Kalaba and writer Karen Haffey, both Canadian, worked collaboratively on a community-based,
multimedia art project, Collecting Loss: Weaving Threads of Memory, for five years, from 2007-2012. After meeting and bonding
over the shared experience of the loss of siblings, they decided to create a gathering place for grief, a public memorial of loss
(Turnbull). Through the sharing of stories and clothing of loved ones, over one hundred participants from around the world
donated to the project. Kalaba and Haffey had high hopes for the installation, which made its debut in Toronto in November,
2012. Kalaba described her vision on the project website, in anticipation of the opening:
I would like Collecting Loss to be a record of the experience of loving someone and of how that experience
changes when confronted with loss. When I was grieving, I so desperately wanted to hear other people's
stories. I would like this project to create a space to present these stories. These stories are incredibly
meaningful and profound. They serve as a reminder of the strength of the human spirit and the power of
people to help one another when they come together in the face of hardship.
The first public showing of the installation took place as part of the World of Threads Festival, and the Festival's website
exhibition description described the project's uniqueness—the combination of textiles, photography, audio and print to share the
stories of loss. The description marvels at not only the visceral qualities of cloth, but the psychological qualities as well, the idea
that story, memory and experience are embedded into each thread. Conceptually serving as the starting point for the project, the
textile portion of the installation involved the deconstruction and reconstruction of the donated clothing, working the cloth into a
new, collective piece.
Kalaba and Haffey understood, from their own experiences, that grieving often occurs in silence and isolation, and
wanted to give voice and visualization to the grief of others (Turnbull). Using the transformation of the cloth as a metaphor for the
transformation of self through the grieving process, they attempted to demonstrate the passage of time, the accumulation of
grief, the disintegration and the reconstruction of memory—all through the transformed cloth (Gill).

Confront
The book that resulted from the traveling exhibition of the same name, Hospice: A Photographic Inquiry was the first of
its kind—it paired hospice programs with local photographers, and displayed the provoking results along with narratives and
artist interviews. The project backers, David Levy (of the Corcoran Gallery of Art) and the National Hospice Organization, were
striving to communicate the power and poignancy of the work that hospice does. Levy explained that in choosing photographers
to document the experiences of hospice patients, they hoped to share the visual stories of dying patients and their families at
the level of communication only art can reach (2). He described the results: “Despite its diversity of approach, their work

consistently rises above physical distress and imminent tragedy to show us the humanity and spirit embedded in this ultimate
journey of life, and in the ordinary people who are its subject” (2).
One of the essayists featured in the book, Jane Livingstone, touched on the power of art to educate:
Since no revolution occurs without education, especially one that touches on something as universal as a
society's culture of dying, the challenge facing hospice care at this moment is to communicate what it is all
about. Occasionally art serves to educate far more powerfully than any amount of explaining; those of us who
entered together into this experiment have often seen it happe n. (13)
Within her words, I saw a high goal for myself: use art to educate. However, the term educate is formal and can get easily
contorted. As I began the project with that goal in mind, I thought that if I could increase the dialogue surrounding death between
one patient and myself, between one patient's family member and another, between one viewer of my installation and another, I
would find success. To educate, in its simplest sense, is about informing.
One of the photographers, who collaborated in the project, informed my concepts most: Sally Mann. She wrote about
her goals for the project:
I hoped to discover something universal about how we approach death. I was in search of what exactly it is
that matters to the dying person and how hospice tries to provide those things. The question—of ultimate
desire—has interested me for a long time. In the same way that my children ask, 'what would you take out of
the house if it were on fire?' I wondered whether the trivial or the transcendent assumes greater importance in
our final months. I suspected in might be the former, just as my own answer to the fire question is never 'my
art' but always 'the scrapbooks'. (Brookman 76)
And about her experiences within the project:
My encounters with patients in their homes were as varied and fascinating as humanity itself. There was a
wealth of heartbreakingly gay, poignant and absurd material at each stop. But most remarkable to me was
how the presence of death seemed to make unnecessary the reserve and distrust with which strangers to the
home are often greeted. (Brookman 76)

Commune
Another artist who explored the daily existence of the grieving hospice patient, Deidre Scherer, is an American fiber
artist, whose portraiture in fabric and thread is an affecting depiction of the essence of being at the end of life. For her, fabric
was the perfect medium for the translation of the non-verbal into the visual (Scherer 8). She explained the relationship between
fiber and our skin, providing that, because of long history of being clothed and wrapped in fibrous materials, our skin is familiar
enough with fibers to “feel” by looking, and gives the viewer a point of entry into the work (Scherer 34). Scherer produced two
exhibits based upon interactions with hospice patients and families , The Last Year (see figure 15) and Surrounded by Family
and Friends.

Figure 15. Deidre Scherer, Release, 25”x22”, fabric and thread

From 1987-89, she spent time in a hospice facility, documenting the experiences of hospice patients and their families with
sketches, which she later translated into the fabric portraits .
There is nothing morbid or medicinal about any of these images...Neither is there anything religious or
cosmic. They show people confronting the ultimate mystery—both those dying and those surviving...
Scherer's pictures of people caring for one another elicit memories—and tears. The humble materials she
chooses—the teddy-bear chintz of a baby blanket, gauzy curtains in a summer window—are affecting. Here
are works of art that aren't just skillful but nourishing. At times, it's as if the artist gives us permission to grieve
for those we love who have died. (Amos)

Accept
As Scherer wrote, our society is inept at discussing death (48-49), and that permission—permission to grieve—is so
necessary. Death occurs just as any other part of life does, sometimes naturally, sometimes traumatically, sometimes expected,
sometimes unexpected. I simply wanted to serve as witness to those dealing with the closeness of death, to document their
stories and to translate them visually to the community: I wanted to give an entrance into the insight of the dying to the living, to
help the living confront the realities of the dying.

